
Self-storage vendors reveal their new hot products 
and how they benefit you

2023 Technology Showcase



If you’re planning to add new or more technology to your 
self-storage business this year, you have options … many options. 

We recently asked industry vendors to share their latest and 
greatest products for 2023 and how they benefit facility operators. 

Learn more in this detailed showcase.

Please note: Providers are presented in alphabetical order.



What is your latest technology innovation?
Remote Property Management Suite supports the increased 

growth of remote self-storage operations. The new bundle 
enables operators to automate communication and collections 

as well as streamline rentals, and it provides a fully remote 
lead-to-rental service.



What are its best features?
It offers seamless integration with
most property-management software
to maximize lead and customer data,
and it uses cloud technology, so
there’s no added infrastructure
required. It has a unique “call pop”
feature that allows facility teams
to know exactly who’s calling
(prospect vs. tenant vs. unknown),
and records/logs every call, capturing
customer status and information.



What are its best features?
There’s also a patent-pending “smart-route” technology that 
detects and routes every call to the ideal specialist instantly 
(sales vs. payment interactive voice response vs. location).
To minimize caller frustration, it includes customizable sales 
scripts based on agent skills, language, customer need and 
more. Finally, it provides real-time data through the call-center 
dashboard, and has a two-tap, no-barrier payment system 
through text, email or phone.



How do self-storage operators benefit?
The suite automates and 
personalizes communication to 
deliver an exceptional customer 
experience. In addition, it provides 
fully remote lead-to-rental service

with seamless property-management software integrations, 
merging technology with existing phone systems and properties
to work from anywhere and optimizing the operation with the help 
of our customer-support team.



What upgrades or expansions are planned?
At the heart of our operations is a goal to find and solve problems 

our customers may not even know they have. Since its launch
in 2022, Remote Property Management Suite has already gained 

many new automation features and a sleek new interface,
with more upgrades to come.



What is your latest technology innovation?
Nokē Screen is the latest in the line of Nokē Smart Entry 

products. This is a smart keypad with a graphic display that allows 
self-storage operators to display their branding, custom 

messages and full-color graphics to tenants. It works everywhere 
a traditional access-control system does but has a smarter 

display, around-the-clock customer support, a custom-branded 
mobile app and more.



What are its best features?
Nokē Screen boasts several exciting design features such as a 
full-graphic display screen, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth connectivity, and 
an all-in-one design that combines the controller and keypad in a 
single device. There are also three modes of smart access for 
customers—mobile app, fob or key code—and live, 24/7/365 
customer support by phone, email, text or chat. It offers remote 
access to devices and activity via the Smart Entry web portal, and 
has the ability to control gates, sliding doors, bay doors, elevators 
and more. It comes with a two-year warranty.



How do self-storage operators benefit?
The design improves functionality and reduces the costs
associated with upgrading an access-control system by 

eliminating one of the most expensive and commonly replaced 
components: the controller. It also mitigates vulnerability to 

lightning strikes and other electrical surges.



What upgrades or expansions are planned?
We’re always looking for new and innovative ways to streamline 

operations and enhance the customer experience.
We have big plans for 2023!



What is your latest technology innovation?
Our latest innovation is a smart, two-way video software

with a full, user-friendly, back-administration panel that 
allows self-storage managers to oversee multiple facilities 

from one remote location. It’s a virtual-management 
solution without the cost of third-party management.



What are its best features?
The software allows one person to be the touchpoint for multiple 
facilities, which helps evolve the manager role and gives tenants 

service autonomy. Our auto-attendant and customer-facing 
mobile application allow self-storage operators to do business 

any time from anywhere. 



How do self-storage operators benefit?
They can scale more efficiently, hire at a higher threshold, avoid 

employee turnover, decrease payroll, increase net operating 
income, operate at a high-touch/high-tech function, and create 

convenience and security in the consumerism market.



What upgrades or expansions are planned?
Our virtual-management software started as a simple two-way 
video connection. However, after watching other operators use it, 
we envision it becoming a complete team-management solution. 
Upgrades will include reporting, statistics and call 
feedback/coaching—an improved platform that equips the facility 
manager to excel. Additionally, we have plans to integrate with 
more self-storage software platforms and develop our own open 
API (application programming interface).



What is your latest technology innovation?
Live Help, a two-way video-chat service available now on all 
20/30 Series Model Insomniac full-service kiosks. Customers 

can connect with customer-service agents in real-time to 
promote faster issue resolution, increased profit and better 

relationships with customers.



What are its features?
It allows operators to provide personal service, whether or not a 
manager is available onsite. From the kiosk, customers can 
connect with a live person at any point in their transaction with 
the click of a button. Sales representatives are available to answer 
property questions, help users navigate through the rental or 
payment process, or take over the screen and complete the 
transaction on their behalf. They can also promote unique facility 
features and promotions to convert customers and drive 
increased profit through cross and upsell opportunities.



How do self-storage operators benefit?
Operators can provide personalized service day or night to reduce 
costs, increase profit, and stand out from the competition. On-
demand storage experts are available onscreen to remove any 
friction in the customers’ purchase or payment process to 
increase satisfaction and rental-conversion rates. Live Help lets 
operators serve customers when, how and where they want, 
without increasing payroll costs. Prospects walk away as tenants 
with a signed lease, lock and access code.



What upgrades or expansions are planned?
We recently introduced a new line of kiosks
to provide built-in, customizable LED lighting, 
a slim design and streamlined hardware 
features, available at a lower cost than 
previous full-size models. Additionally, several 
upgrades to the kiosk software are on the 
roadmap for 2023 and beyond, with one of 
the most notable enhancements to include 
the addition of interactive, 3D property maps.



What is your latest technology innovation?
Storlogix Cloud Platform, which enables many data-visualization 

tools so self-storage operators can scale their business and 
effortlessly monitor it from a remote location.



What are its best features?
Operators can track metrics such as tenants on site, delinquent 

tenants, smart-lock engagement and more. It includes geographic 
maps to identify security concerns across a portfolio. Accessway 

control allows users to open, close or “hold open” individual 
access points remotely.



What are its best features?
Operators also receive fully customizable, 
real-time alerts concerning any potential 
security event, such as tenants being 
onsite or an accessway opening. They can 
even choose how to receive these 
notifications—via their browser, email, text 
message or mobile app. Finally, they can 
set notifications depending on their needs, 
so they never miss a security event but 
also won’t be overwhelmed by alerts they 
don’t want.



How do self-storage operators benefit?
Operators gain portfolio-wide visibility without needing to be on 
site, which leads to cost savings and efficient use of resources. It 
integrates with our hardware and the property-management 
software, so all access-control products work together to create 
a secure site. It also allows operators to automate many security 
processes, such as overlocking. The advanced analytical 
capabilities give unprecedented insight, so users can monitor 
their operation’s health and make data-driven decisions. The 
notification capabilities ensure they can respond to all security 
events rapidly.



What upgrades or expansions are planned?
 Admin portal: A separate module that gives local users the 

autonomy to install the product from scratch and manage all 
their cloud sites from a single login
 Unit-security module: Hosts unit locks and alarms and adds 

processes per persona along with remote visibility and control
 Analytics: Includes new key performance indicators and metrics 

like dwell time, most frequent tenants, most popular days and 
percent of tenants visits
 Enhanced offline mode: Available when StorLogix Cloud pairs 

with the CloudContoller, allows operators to add new tenants, 
change codes, control gates and more



What is your latest technology innovation?
We’ve created a cellular-enabled keypad and redeveloped our 

web application for mobile devices, so self-storage managers 
and tenants can perform their respective functions on the go.



What are its best features?
The keypad eliminates the need to have 
a computer or internet connection on 
site, plus all critical customer information 
is stored on the keypad itself. It’s 
backwards-compatible with previous 
Sentinel products. The web application 
requires no downloading. It performs 
facility-management functions on your 
phone from anywhere. Tenants can open 
and close the gate, rent units, and pay 
their bill with ease.



How do self-storage operators benefit?
The keypad allows for much easier remote management, 

especially in rural areas. Install is simple and straightforward. 
The app gives tenants what they expect in today’s 

technological world, with a familiar feel and functionality.



What is your latest technology innovation?
Bluetooth readers that can replace or enhance an existing 
keypad. Customers simply open a mobile app, push a button, 
and gain access without even rolling down their car window.



What is your latest innovation?
What differentiates this product is it’s 
a true Bluetooth reader. You don’t 
need a geofence around the keypad or 
internet at the location. It picks up the 
Bluetooth signal from the customer’s 
phone. That signal is caried to the 
controller and software, which 
recognize the credential. It can even 
be set at different reading distances to 
accommodate any facility.



What are its best features?
It satisfies the need of today’s consumers to use their 

smartphone to do just about everything. A Bluetooth reader is 
also more secure than a keypad. Again, it can be used instead 

of a keypad or in addition to one.



How do self-storage operators benefit?
It’s marketable. Young people love 
using their phones. They expect to be 
able to do everything on them, from 
paying bills to gaining access to their 
self-storage facility. In harsher climates, 
customers also love the convenience
of not having to roll down their windows 
to use a keypad.



What upgrades or expansions are planned?
We’re adding Smartlok to our collection next year! This is a 
portable network lock designed to meet the needs of retrofit 

individual door alarms or offer the option of adding an 
individual door alarm on selected units. Unlike a traditional door 

alarm, SmartLok won’t simply be installed on one unit,
never to be moved. 



What upgrades or expansions are planned?
Smartlok will work with Stor-Guard
LoraWAN gateways on cell, modem or 
standard internet. The operator can offer 
the lock to any customer who has a 
desire and is willing to pay. It’ll resemble 
a robust padlock, with a small keypad 
built in. The user can open the lock 
using their smartphone, a PIN code or a 
proximity card.



What is your latest technology innovation?
We’re excited to be releasing a revamped MyStorPal

tenant-facing and universal app.



What are its best features?
Anyone can use this app, even if they aren’t an XPS call-center 
customer. It’s integrated with most of the software-management 
systems to offer tenants an omnichannel customer-experience 
tool. The app allows tenants to fully self-serve by viewing balance 
due, making payments, accessing gate codes, communicating 
with customer service, and even storing images and information 
about the items they have within their unit. MyStorPal integrates 
with industry software Doorswap, Self Storage Manager, Sitelink, 
StorEDGE and Yardi.



How do self-storage operators benefit?
Adding this solution greatly reduces calls by tenants

for payments and gate-code situations. Our data indicates
the app can reduce payment calls by as much as 26%.

What upgrades or expansions are planned?
An update is planned for the second quarter that’ll bring additional 

features and services.



Learn more about new technology and innovative tools with these 
content resources from ISS:

 ARTICLE: Going the Automation Way? Here’s How to Prepare 
Your Self-Storage Business for the Change

 ARTICLE: How and Why Technology Allows Self-Storage 
Operators to Do More With Less

 ARTICLE: Self-Storage in a Time of E-Commerce:
Reasons to Enhance Your Online Rental Experience

 VIDEO: Technology You Must Use in Self-Storage Today: 
What You Gain by Adopting and Lose by Skimping

 VIDEO: Dominating in the Online Self-Storage Space: 
The Latest Digital-Marketing Strategies and Trends

https://www.insideselfstorage.com/automation/going-automation-way-heres-how-prepare-your-self-storage-business-change
https://www.insideselfstorage.com/technology/how-and-why-technology-allows-self-storage-operators-do-more-less
https://www.insideselfstorage.com/technology/self-storage-time-e-commerce-reasons-enhance-your-online-rental-experience
https://shop.insideselfstorage.com/product/technology-you-must-use-in-self-storage-today-what-you-gain-by-adopting-and-lose-by-skimping
https://shop.insideselfstorage.com/product/dominating-in-the-online-self-storage-space-the-latest-digital-marketing-strategies-and-trends


Thank you for viewing our gallery. Please download the PDF copy
for future reference.

You can also enjoy other ISS Galleries on a variety of topics. 
You’ll find them at insideselfstorage.com/galleries.
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